GLOR.IE

By Young People
for Young People
In an innovative approach to programming, twenty-one young curators have been engaged by the
Nasc Theatre Network to programme Lasta, a festival of work for children and young people from 11th
to 20th June 2021, delivering for the first time, a national arts programme curated entirely by young
people. Lasta is presented as part of Brightening Air | Coiscéim Coiligh, a nationwide, ten day season
of arts experiences brought to you by the Arts Council.
Under the guidance of theatre artists Maisie Lee and Fionn Foley, these young people will work collaboratively
to deliver an ambitious programme of work for young people across the country. Featuring multiple
disciplines and reflecting the diversity of modern Ireland, this pioneering project offers a unique opportunity
to develop our future arts programmers and producers.
For more information on Brightening Air www.brighteningair.com. Brightening Air | Coiscéim Coiligh is brought
to you by the Arts Council, funded by the Government of Ireland and produced by Schweppe Curtis Nunn.
Lasta is based on an original project conceived and delivered by Backstage Theatre, Longford in 2020.
Instagram @lastafestival2021
Facebook.com/lastafestival2021
TikTok @lastafestival21
Twitter.com @lfestival2021

GLOR.IE

A note from our
Young Curators...
This summer is an exciting time across Ireland as things begin reopening. We wanted to add to that energy with creative,
energetic, and innovative events. We made it our goal to uplift people in as many ways as possible and to help create a
tide of optimism following this difficult year. So there is going to be dancing. With headlights lighting the stage, in a car
park in Ennis, at Racecar, Lasta’s only live in-person event.
The worlds of dance and words meet in this festival in new ways. Louise Nealon, author of Snowflake, will be in
conversation with Douglas about the hidden relationship between writing and dancing. We’ll also premiere a poetry film
featuring Tobi Balogun moving to the words of Hey There Black Child by Felispeaks. The festival will also feature another
of this year’s star debut authors, the darkly humorous Roisin Kiberd, author of ‘The Disconnect’ in Doomscrolling with Ian
Maleney. We thought comedy was the surest way to uplift so commissioned a special edition of Paul Ryder’s Influenced
podcast with guest Maeve Higgins. We also wanted to shine a light on hidden experiences so commissioned a beautiful
new film about the lives of two young mothers – one from Dublin one from Clare – Deliver by Leah Moore.

At the start of this process, we asked ourselves and our friends how our generation engage with the arts online
and hit upon short form videos. This festival will feature three series of original short videos. Pop Poetry will see
slam champions break down the cultural hallmarks of our age, (yoga and lattes and a sports shop you can’t
escape). New Moon will platform two brilliant young songwriters: Mide Houlihan and Jake Regan. We also put out
feelers in Clare to find emerging artists and what we discovered amazed us: a phenomenal young pianist (Craig
McIntyre), a harpist who is mixing things up (Aisling Lyons), a true-blue indie (Conláed Ó Cearbhalláin), a steely
young songwriter (Ali Woodford) and a haunting one (Sean Lyons).
At the beginning of this process, glór Director Orla Flannagan told us dream. She gave us total freedom. We are so
grateful for her immense trust. Sinéad, Derek, Erin, Imelda, Heather and the whole team have given us nothing but
encouragement and got us past many a logistical impasse. Putting this festival together has been a wonderful whirlwind
experience. We hope you enjoy it!
Mary & Douglas

DANCE

Racecar by
Kerrie Milne
Racecar is a high-energy, dynamic, and
uplifting dance show by internationally
renowned Dublin based choreographer,
mentor, and Creative Director Kerrie Milne.
Racecar is a unique drive-in experience
following the template of a drive in cinema
but presenting a HipHop and Experimental
Movement based dance performance.
A show guaranteed to get your lights
flashing and horns honking!

LIVE SHOWS: SUN 13TH JUNE ||
7PM & 9PM|| GLÓR CAR PARK ||
€15 PER CAR
ALSO AVAILABLE ON DEMAND FROM
FRI 18TH - SUN JUNE 20TH ||
SEE WWW.GLOR.IE

POETRY

Pop Poetry
Series
Pop poetry is a series of poetry videos by
Benjamin Burns, Jim Crickard, and Shaunna
Lee Lynch.
The popstar-poet cyborgs are here to
entertain you with stories of the aftermath of
shaving off your eyebrows, parodies of TED
talks, yoga talk, lattes, a sports shop that you
can’t escape as well as a beige straight
parade.
It would be too much to take in one go, so
there’ll be three a day for three days.
This is not a drill.

SUN 13TH - TUES 15TH JUNE ||
11AM, 3PM & 7PM
AVAILABLE TO ACCESS ON GLÓR'S
SOCIAL MEDIA

BOOKS

&

TALKS

What
Moves You
Snowflake Author Louise Nealon talks Dance
& Writing with Movement Artist Douglas
Reddan.
In this unique conversation, Nealon and
Reddan will meet for the first time to see
what they, and their artforms have to say to
each other. Expect a discussion that will
range from ballet to body image, from grit to
art, with a few laughs along the way.
Warning: this event may include some actual
dancing.

MON 14TH JUNE || 8.30PM ||
TICKETS €5 + €1 BOOKING FEE
BOOKING ON GLOR.IE || AGES 14+

POETRY

Hey There,
Black Child
Hey There, Black Child is a Dance Poetry Film
collaboration between Felispeaks, a NigerianIrish Poet, Performer and Playwright from Co.
Longford and Tobi Balogun, a Dublin based
urban multidisciplinary Creative specialising
in dance and fashion.
The poem, written by Felispeaks will be
embodied by Tobi Balogun who will capture
and depict a visual representation of what
the poem is saying. Marrying poetry, dance
and film, the poetic narrative flows as a rich
visual world is created by the dancer.

TUES 15TH JUNE || 6PM
AVAILABLE TO ACCESS ON GLÓR'S
SOCIAL MEDIA || AGE 14+

PODCAST

Influenced by Paul
Ryder
With Special Guest
Maeve Higgins
Influenced goes behind the phone
camera, the social media
accounts, to speak directly to the
people who have built themselves
from nothing. In this exclusive
episode created in collaboration
with the Lasta Festival, glór &
Dunamaise, Paul chats to Irish
Actor, Writer and Comedian Maeve
Higgins.

FROM WED 16TH JUNE || 7PM ||
AVAILABLE FROM WHEREVER YOU
GET YOUR PODCASTS

BOOKS

&

TALKS

Doomscrolling
Roisin Kiberd in conversation with Ian
Maleney.
In The Disconnect, released this year, Roisin
Kiberd examines what it is to live in an age
when all the guys she meets on Bumble want
to talk about is the apocalypse and what it is
to have spent more time with her laptop than
with any human alive.
Roisin will be in conversation with writer,
radio producer, and web developer Ian
Maleney.

WED 16TH JUNE || 9PM || LIVE
ZOOM EVENT
TICKETS €5 + €1 BOOKING FEE
AGES 14+

MUSIC

New Moon
Mini-Gigs
New Moon is an exclusive festival mini-gigs
series profiling two emerging Irish
songwriters to watch.
Míde Houlihan is a singer-songwriter from
West Cork. Her single Idle Words, a co-write
with Mick Flannery, was released in 2020.
Jake Regan is a multi-instrumentalist singer
songwriter from Dublin. His debut album will
be released later this year.

MON 16 - THURS 17 JUNE || 6PM ||
AVAILABLE TO ACCESS ON GLÓR
SOCIAL MEDIA

FILM

Deliver
A FILM BY LEAH MOORE AND IMAGINE ALL
PRODUCTIONS
Deliver by Leah Moore is a short documentary
which looks at the perception and reality of
being a young mother in Ireland today.
Moore focuses on two young women who
became mothers in their teenage years, while
taking a stylised exploration of women’s
experiences throughout previous decades.
Marrying contemporary documentary style
with a general documentary style, Deliver is
equally heart warming and eye opening.
The Screening will be followed by a panel
discussion.

THURS 17TH JUNE || 8.30PM ||
FREE BUT TICKETED
PANEL DISCUSSION || 8.45PM
BOOK ON GLOR.IE

MUSIC

Something BOLD,
Something NEW,
Something YELLOW,
Something BLUE
Something BOLD, Something NEW, Something
YELLOW, Something BLUE is a video Series
spotlighting young performance Artists in Co. Clare.
It is no surprise that Co. Clare houses some of the
top artists in the country. From musicians to
dancers, poets to actors, Clare’s got it going on.
Filmed in glór, this digital video series will platform
five upcoming artists, and we’ll chat to them to find
out what they have been up to over lockdown.

SAT 19TH - SUN 20TH JUNE ||
11AM, 2PM & 6PM
AVAILABLE ON GLÓR'S SOCIAL
MEDIA

Established in 2006, the Nasc Network is a
partnership of eight venues who work together to
present touring projects and share marketing
and other areas of expertise.
The NASC Network Venues are Backstage Theatre
(Longford), Dunamaise Arts Centre (Portlaoise),
glór (Ennis), An Grianán (Letterkenny), Lime Tree
Theatre(Limerick), Pavilion Theatre (Dún
Laoghaire), Siamsa Tíre (Tralee) and Town Hall
Theatre (Galway).

